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Dear Remnant,

We have been so blessed to
read your magazine. It is so
refreshing to see that there are
other people out there who see
things the way we do. We live
in Louisiana and there are but
a few of us down here of the
Anabaptist faith. We hope to
soon plant a church here with
hopes of revival coming to our
area. Enclosed is a love offer-
ing for our subscription to the
Remnant. I have also included
a love offering for a few of our
friends who we know will be
edified by the Remnant maga-
zine. Would you mind includ-
ing them on your mailing list?
Thank you so much for your
ministry and for being a
“voice crying in the wilder-
ness!”

Sincerely,

Chad Lee
Vivian, LA

Thank you for producing
such an excellent publication
that is edifying and so
Biblically based. May God
continue to bless your labor
with much fruit that remains!

Sincerely,

Patryce Williams
Flint, MI

We are refreshed by the
very useful (applicable!) arti-
cles in the Remnant. Keep
those magazines coming.

Rodger & Gwen Wehage
Longview, WA

Precious Letters
from Our Readers

We thank God for the many letters of counsel and encouragement we
have been receiving. It is the only way we can evaluate our
progress. Keep them coming. Our desire is to foster a free flow of

edification, inspiration and burden from us to you, and you to us. This way
we can pass some of the blessings on to the others who are reading. We
would love to hear from you in any of the following ways:

➠ A meaningful lesson in family devotions that you can pass on to other fathers.
➠ A testimony for “The Blessing Corner” of God’s blessing in some area of obedience.
➠ A question that can be answered to the edification of all.
➠ An area of spiritual growth, obtained by one of the exercises suggested in the magazine.
➠ A word of encouragement or counsel about The Remnant, or any section of it.

Waiting to hear… --The Editors


